Conformation and structure of mildly heat-treated ovalbumin in dilute solutions and gel formation at higher protein concentrations.
The conformation of heat-denatured ovalbumin aggregates has been examined at several concentrations and pH values, using measurements of optical rotation dispersion (ORD), circular dichroism (CD) and viscosity. The protein was subjected to heating at relatively low temperatures, ranging from 48.5 to 76 degrees; the particular temperature chosen depended on pH. The heat treatment was sufficient to remove the ability of the molecules to absorb heat on re-heating. The denatured molecules were shown to be rather compact, i.e. not much larger than the native molecule, and to retain a significant amount of secondary structure; this was also the case for molecules present in small aggregates. It is suggested that this type of ovalbumin monomer builds three-dimensional networks in denatured solutions at higher concentrations, and that gelation should be looked upon as arising from surface contacts between hydrated globules. The present results also imply that such globules have gelation properties which depend on whether pH is acidic or basic compared to the isoelectric point of the protein.